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Many popular casino sites offer players Starburst free spins, but you may be wondering who offers

the best Starburst free spins? Starburst is considered one of the most loved slot games

worldwide, it is offered by every casino with NetEnt as a gaming software provider.

It is not surprising that this slot game is so popular, it has five reels and three rows with 10 paylines

which all payout both ways. Some of the features include Win Both Ways, which means players

don’t only have the opportunity to win left to right but also right to left. Another feature is Wilds,

this bonus substitutes for other paying symbols and will also expand and cover the entire reel. The

final feature is triggered by Wilds, the Respin bonus means that when the Wilds cover the entire

reel, it will Respin up to three times.

List of Best Starburst Free Spins Offers

�.  Casiplay - Best for Starburst Free Spins

�.  Play Frank - Great Free Spins Casino

�.  888 Casino - Free Spins on Mobile

�.  Fever Slots - Free Spins on Great Slot Games

�.  Slot Planet - Play Starburst Free Spins Here
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Best Sites Offering Free Spins on Starburst

 Casiplay - Best for Starburst Free Spins

Casiplay is an online casino site powered by AG International, it offers a range of slots, slingo,

scratchcards and more. Players are also provided many casino games and the latest promotions so

there is always a chance to be rewarded. Being one of the most popular slots available, one of

these bonuses is free spins on Starburst Slot, which are extremely simple to claim and can be
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enjoyed instantly. The brands site itself is easy to navigate with vibrant colours and imagery to

keep the player enticed.

 Play Frank Casino - Great Free Spins Casino

Coming onto the scene approx 10 years ago in 2014, Play Frank Casino is an extremely popular and

reliable online Casino site that offer some fantastic bonuses and offers to players. The online site

provides a vast range of slots, live casino, jackpots and more. In terms of Play Franks Casino

bonuses, they offer free spins on the fan favourite Starburst Slot, which is enjoyed by many users

and can be easily claimed. Some other bonuses include fantastic no deposit bonuses as well as

free spins, alongside low wagering limits which is favoured.

 888 Casino - Free Spins on Mobile

Veterans to the online casino world, 888 Casino has been offering players a fantastic gaming

experience for years and are therefore a reliable option. Part of the 888 Group who are well

established, 888 Casino provides users live casino games, Bingo, Poker and more. This online

casino site is not shy in rewarding their players through various bonuses, welcome offers and

tournaments. 888 Casino is the host to Starburst Slot, one of the most popular casino games, as

well as offering a fantastic free spins offer on the slot. Make sure you are up to date with 888

Casinos offers and bonuses as they may vary and change.

 Fever Slots - Free Spins on Great Slot Games

Fever Slots is a fantastic site that has been on the online casino scene for many years now. Being

one of the worlds leading betting and gaming enterprises, the online site offers players a brilliant

range of live casino, Bingo, Poker and more. As well as this, Fever Slots regularly rewards its players

through bonuses and offers provided on the site. One of these fantastic bonuses is free spins on

Starburst, an extremely popular slot. Be sure to keep an eye out for any changes or additions of

bonuses on the site so you do not miss out!

 Slot Planet - Play Starburst Free Spins Here

When looking for free spins it can be hard to choose the right site. Slot Planet is a fantastic online

casino, powered by White Hat Gaming. The site is extremely reliable and offers a great range of

slot games to suit every player. Slot Planet also has a brilliant free spins bonus for Starburst Slot

which players should be sure to check out. Players should regularly check the site to keep up to

date with any new or changing bonuses and offers.

 

How to Claim Starburst Free Spins?
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Due to Starburst being one of the most popular slots means, it is no surprise that free spins on it

are extremely sought after. Usually, Starburst free spins are offered as welcome promotions,

whether that be a deposit or no deposit. A no deposit offer means that players normally only need

to create an account, players may sometimes have to enter valid card details. A deposit offer can

go as high as the casino sites would like, but it simply means that when players make a deposit,

they will receive free spins. However, Starburst free spins aren’t only offered as welcome bonuses,

they can be a part of regular promotions such as Refer a Friend or as loyalty/VIP rewards when a

player has deposited a certain amount of money over time.

 

How Many Free Spins Can I Get On Starburst?

Many casinos offer Starburst free spins, but how many they offer and the requirements you must

meet to claim them are at their own discretion. Some casinos are more generous than others

meaning there may be more spins available or fewer restrictions and requirements. When claiming

any bonus, it is vital that you fully read the terms and conditions.

20 Free Spins

20 free spins bonuses are probably the most common amongst casinos, even those who do not

offer Starburst free spins. In comparison to others, this offer is the most likely to be a no deposit

offer, which is when players only need to sign up (and sometimes enter a valid card) to claim it.

50 Free Spins

This kind of offer is quite rare to find when it comes to normal offers, however, it is fairly common

on Starburst. Free spins from this kind of offers tend to be valued at around £0.10 each, players can

increase the value of free spins but to do so will receive less, for example, if you wanted the spins

to be £1 each, you would receive 5 free spins instead.

100 Free Spins

100 Starburst free spins offers are some of the highest ones you can claim, however, it is important

to note that, like most casino promotions, these offers will likely come with wagering requirements.

What this means is that when a player deposits and wins with free spins, they must wager their

winnings a certain amount of times. This means if a player deposits £10 and the wagering

requirements are 20x, they must wager £200 before any winnings can be withdrawn.

These offer restrictions and requirements vary depending on the site, so it is important to ensure

you are reading the offer's full terms and conditions before claiming.

 



How to Play Starburst?

Details and RTP

The Return To Player percentage for Starburst is relatively high, sitting at 96.09%, on top of this, it

has a low Volatility. Despite being realised in 2012, this 5 x 3 slot game is still extremely popular

amongst new and avid players worldwide.

How to Play

Before you start playing, you must enter how much you would like to bet, ranging between £0.10

and £100. Then players must press the spin button, the aim is to match 3 or more symbols in a row.

There are five gems in total, orange, yellow, green, blue and purple, and two high-paying symbols,

the lucky number 7 and Gold Bar (the highest paying). On top of this is the Wild which is the well-

known colourful Starburst Joker. Free spins will have automatically become available in the game,

so players would not need to deposit in this case until they have all been used. Players can also

choose to play between 10 and 1000 spins hand free in their easy hand-free mode.

Levels and Values

Starburst slot has 1-10 bet levels with different coin values from £0.01-£1, which change depending

on the deposit amount. Each symbol has a different value, N x line bet amount, the 5 match value

of each symbol is as follows; Purple and Blue Gems x25, Orange Gem x40, Green Gem x50, Yellow

Gem x60, Lucky Number 7 x120 and Gold Bar x250. This means that your bet line amount is

increased by these, for example, if it was £10 and you matched five Yellow Gems, you would

receive £500.

Game Features

Game features in Starburst include the expanding Wild respin feature, the Win Both Ways feature,

meaning you don’t just win left to right but also right to left, as well as the Super Win and Mega

Win feature.

Starburst on Mobile

The great thing about mobile slot games and casinos is that you can play wherever and whenever

you’d like, provided you are connected to the internet considering that Starburst slot is one of the

most popular slot games out there, it is not surprising that they have made themselves available

across mobiles.

The mobile version of Starbust is called Starburst Touch, this version has fantastic graphics and

allows players to switch from mobile to desktop easily. The game is compatible with both Android

and iOS, so there is no need for concern, if you did not want to download the app specifically,



mobile-friendly NetEnt Casino sites should have Starburst available on their mobile app as well. It

can be used on a mobile web browser or app found on iTunes and the Google Play Store.

 

You May Also Be Interested In

 Mega Moolah Free Spins 

 Rainbow Riches Free Spins 

 Slots Sites UK 

 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Is it easy to get free spins on Starburst?

Yes, most casinos that have NetEnt as a gaming software provider will offer the Starburst slot,

which means that the majority of them will offer it as a promotion. Claiming the free spins are

sometimes as simple as signing up!

How do you play the Starburst slot game?

Players must first choose a bet line amount ranging from £0.10 to £100, then spin. The aim is to

match 3 or more of the same symbol, specific game features can increase the winning amount.

What is the Return to Player (RTP) Percentage on Starburst?

Starburst has a good Return To Player percentage of 96.09, simply which means that for every £1,

you should receive back £0.96 on average. It is important for players to understand RTP and know

the RTP percentage of any specific game they intend to play.

 

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Starburst slot game is one of the best out there, so sites and promotions that

offer it are definitely worth looking out for. NetEnt also has a range of other slot games you could

check out if you enjoy this one.
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